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By Nadya Nedelsky

University of Pennsylvania Press. Hardback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Defining the
Sovereign Community: The Czech and Slovak Republics, Nadya Nedelsky, Though they shared a
state for most of the twentieth century, when the Czechs and Slovaks split in 1993 they founded their
new states on different definitions of sovereignty. The Czech Constitution employs a civic model,
founding the state in the name of "the citizens of the Czech Republic," while the Slovak Constitution
uses the more exclusive ethnic model and speaks in the voice of "the Slovak Nation." Defining the
Sovereign Community asks two central questions. First, why did the two states define sovereignty so
differently? Second, what impact have these choices had on individual and minority rights and
participation in the two states? Nadya Nedelsky examines how the Czechs and Slovaks understood
nationhood over the course of a century and a half and finds that their views have been
remarkably resilient over time. These enduring perspectives on nationhood shaped how the two
states defined sovereignty after the Velvet Revolution, which in turn strongly affected the status of
the Hungarian minority in Slovakia and the Roma minority in the Czech Republic. Neither state has
secured civic equality, but the...
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This sort of book is almost everything and helped me looking in advance and much more. Yes, it can be enjoy, nevertheless an amazing and interesting
literature. Its been written in an extremely simple way which is simply right a er i finished reading this publication through which in fact altered me, alter
the way i really believe.
-- Liz eth Witting-- Liz eth Witting

This book will be worth getting. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. Its been written in an extremely basic way which is only
right after i finished reading this book through which actually altered me, alter the way i believe.
-- Mr . Enr ico Lesch-- Mr . Enr ico Lesch
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